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About Item

1. HEAVY GAUGE GUITAR PICK 12 PACK: Achieve exceptional performance for both
strumming and articulate picking with our heavy gauge 0.96mm pick.

2. NATURAL FEEL & WARM TONE: Experience an unparalleled playing sensation and indulge in
warm, rich tones with our premium quality celluloid picks.

3. UNMATCHED COMFORTABLE PLAYING: Designed with a standard shape, our picks offer the
utmost comfort, allowing you to play for extended periods without fatigue.

4. ENVIRONMENT-FRIENDLY PACKAGING: The packaging contains 12 picks and has been
thoughtfully created by 5 Core to minimize waste and environmental impact.

5. PERFECT GIFT FOR GUITAR PLAYER: The 5 Core guitar picks make excellent gifts for guitar
players. They are versatile guitar accessories for acoustic, electric, and bass guitar, among
others.

Product Description

Experience the perfect balance between versatility, comfort, and exceptional sound
with our Heavy Guitar Picks. Crafted with a heavy gauge of 0.96mm, these guitar picks
are engineered to deliver outstanding performance for both strumming and articulate
picking. Made from premium quality celluloid, these picks provide a natural feel and
produce warm, fat tones that will captivate your audience.

The standard shape ensures a comfortable playing experience, allowing you to
effortlessly create music for hours on end. Whether you're shopping for yourself or
seeking a thoughtful gift, these picks are the perfect choice for guitar enthusiasts of all
ages.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features

Enhanced Strumming Value Package Improved Musical
Experience

Professional
performance



The 0.96mm gauge guitar
pick is designed to
enhance the strumming &
picking technique.

Each package
includes 12
picks, giving you
plenty for your
musical pursuits.

Precision and
control for
nuanced playing
with an improved
design and
accurate gauge.

Designed with quality
materials and attention
to detail, these guitar
picks offer a
professional-grade
performance.

Product Specification:

● Color: White
● Gauge: Heavy
● Material: Celluloid
● Gauge size: 0.96mm

Package information:

● 12x Guitar pick

Usages

Ideal for enhancing control and expression.

Suitable for those with multiple guitar types.

Perfect for beginners and experienced players.

Use the guitar picks to achieve smooth strumming.

Use the guitar picks to add warmth & depth to your tone.

Benefits of products

Great gift for guitar players.



Produces warm and fat tones.

Provides precise control over rhythm & flow.

Add depth & richness to your guitar's sound.

Reduces hand fatigue during extended playing sessions.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Durable and sturdy design.

Made from premium celluloid.

Molded tactile gripping surface.

Thinner gauges are perfect for strumming.

Versatile picks made for different guitars.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.



The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Versatile Yes No

Premium Build Yes No

Valuable Package Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Is this a heavy gauge?

Answer: Yes, the guitar picks are heavy gauge.

Question:Will it work with bass guitar?

Answer: Yes, these picks will work with bass guitar.



Question: How many picks are in the package?

Answer: This package contains 12 Guitar picks.

Question:What is the gauge of the guitar pick?

Answer: This guitar pick has a gauge of 0.96mm, making it ideal for strumming.

Question:What material is used to make the pick?

Answer: The pick is made of premium quality celluloid, which provides a natural feel
and warm, fat tone.

Question:What are the benefits of using these picks?

Answer: Using the guitar pick offers benefits such as enhanced strumming & picking, a
natural feel, warm tones, comfort during playing, and improved musical expression.
Additionally, the packaging is eco-friendly, and the picks cater to a wide range of guitar
players and styles.


